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As we proceed inward through our spiritual journey we will find a very loving experience at a certain point. The sound
current that we have practiced listening to for a while has a very beautiful "personality". And why do I say
"personality"? Because as we pay more and more attention to the sound current we will see that the sound is not
merely a sound, It will show itself to have much more in it then just a sound. When we have not had the experience of
the sound current yet, and just have heard the description through explanation, then we naturally apply reason and
logic to make sense of the explanation being given to us of the sound current....
Please remember! We are talking about a sound that eminates directly from our true home, Sach khand. A sound that
holds the power and resonance of the pure soul in it`s totality. All the way from the total ity of consciousness it
permeates down to the physical plane and can be heard, right here, with the practice of concentration of attention
within the third eye center.
Isn`t it amazing that such a method exist that anyone can practice and learn how to concentrate attention within one
self and find out exactly who you are. Not only have the experience of knowing who you are beyond the mind, but
also how to have the experience of totality of consciousness beyond individuation into Oneness of creation. And this
while you are in a human form, at a wakeful state, having the experience of free will, chosing to go within one self by
that experience of free will. What a perfect setup of creation done by the creator him self. Amazing!
So right from where we are in this physical world we can listen to this sound current by practice and start a beautiful
spiritual journey within our self...

Why mentioning "a beautiful journey within"?
Because the explanation given by these Perfect Living Master`s that we should only rely upon our own experience as
evidence of this journey within, are indeed very practical, self -reliable, self-evident and a very true experience all the
way back to our true home Sach Khand.... And not only that!
By going within you will discover one more fundamental thing. And that is.......that anyone initiated by a Perfect Living
Master can go within them selves and find out the true nature of the self through th is spiritual journey within. And
even this part you can clearly see your self through your own inner experience.....
Now this is why this spiritual journey is so beautiful ✨🌺✨
The sound current is really the lifeforce of the soul ringing inside us at eve ry moment of our life. This Shabad-sound
makes us alive and kicking. It comes from beyond the mind, and can takes us back beyond the mind...
Now! Some say that the sound current ends at the causal plane....which is true. But how do one explain that the sa me
sound you where listening to, that never break`s, now start`s to take the shape and form of light instead. A refined
kind of power with more fine-tuned light as a result, instead of sound. Yet a light so enormously bright inside that we
can`t even imagine how much light our own soul inside is carrying 🙏❤️
The self-discovery of our own true natur inside is the most beautiful journey one can undertake in one`s life. To be
initiated by a Perfect Living Master is the greatest gift. To be able to follow thr ough this inner journey by HIS grace
and guidance alone is the most valuable discovery of all. To discover the true self within....is the most prescious thing
ever to discover and validate by one`s own experience...
Please remember also that we are talking about things that are beyond our mind here, beyond time and space,
beyond logic and reason. Beyond any description what so ever. Yet these Perfect Living Master`s by there loving
kindness for us try to explain and share these inner experinces for us in s uch a beautiful way that we really feel like
going within our selves and find out about this journey being explained to us. Beautiful )

